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App List-Straight from a SLP’s iPad! 
By Amanda Schaumburg M.S. CCC-SLP 

These apps are therapy tested and approved by me!  
This list is strictly what is on my iPad/iPhone, not a comprehensive list.  To find these apps search the 

app name or developer name in the App Store.  I primarily use my iPad for therapy, please check 
iTunes for iPod/iPhone compatibility.  Please note prices are subject to change per developer! 

More Articulation Apps on my iPad   ArtixPix by RinnApps 29.99 (or free version with add on packs $2-4.00 each) I have many SLP friends that use this 
app, I have the free version with the /l/ phoneme and use it from time to time when my students need a change. I don’t personally like the illustrations, I 
prefer real pictures on my flashcards.  Phonics Genius by Innovative Mobile Apps: Free  I use this because it allows you to choose a target sound and it 
generates a lot of word only flashcards (great for older kids).    Tongue Twisters Pro by Noel Keshwar: Free Fun app to use when you are working on 
phrases/sentences. Talking apps (Larry/Tom/T-Rex/ ect..) by Outfit 7 Ltd: Free-$2.99 These apps repeat back what you say in a funny voice and the kids 
love to practice artic this way! They also come with other fun features that help with motivation and language! Quick Artic by 
Virtual Speech Center FREE when you sign up on their website! Flashcards.  Spanish Artix by Smarty Ears $19.99 Great for 
your bilingual kids!  Speech Trainer 3D by Smarty Ears $7.99 Provides a 3D model of all of the sounds in the English language! All 

About Sounds by Advance Games: $0.99 An affordable matching game to work on initial sounds.  

Articulate it! by Smarty Ears: $38.99 Articulation flash 
card app that is very versatile. Ability to do group ther-
apy with tailored targets for each child. Ability to record 
sessions and drill at word and phrase level. Great data 
recording/reporting options. Very nice graphics and 
layout!   This is a must have! 

Pocket Artic by Pocket SLP: $29.99  Articulation flash 
card app with it all! Great data collection and report 
options. Ability to store child’s targets and do group 
therapy sessions. Nice crisp presentation without a lot of 
background distractions. My older kids love this one.  

Pocket Pairs by Pocket SLP: $24.99 Minimal pairs app with individual/ 
group sessions and the ability to customize each client’s profile to their 
specific processes. The cards display the child’s name which is great moti-
vation! Great data collection and reports!  

Match2Say by Smarty Ears: $19.99 A fun matching game for articu-
lation practice. Individual and group play settings with the ability to pick 
target phonemes and placement. The game keeps tracks of matches with 
little stars by the students name (they love that!).  

Speech Tutor by Pocket SLP: $9.99  This app is a great tool to show a 
3D perspective (front and side views) of phonemes. Allows you to see 
inside of the mouth and gives a great visual representation of what the 
tongue and articulators are doing while we are saying sounds.  

Articulation Flip Books by Mayer Johnson: Free with 
add on Packs. This app is just like their flipbooks. It 
comes with ‘ar’ book and you can buy additional books 
for $9.99. Great for practicing target sounds at the phrase/
sentence level. My students love to flip the pages! 

These apps are designed to help students who struggle with speech sounds disorders/delays.  Most of these apps were created by Speech Language 
Pathologists.  These are my most frequently used articulation apps! Quite a variety of fun activities to keep your students interested in articulation!  

Minimal Pairs by SLP TechTools $29.99 A great tool to work on the 
common phonological processes. 3 practice formats: auditory discrimi-
nation, contrast drill, and repetition drill. This one is different because 
all of the data tracking tools are away from the child (at the top of the 
screen facing the therapist). Complete progress monitoring and report-
ing.  Amazing app! 

 

Minimal Pairs Academy  by Smarty Ears $29.99. This  phonology 
app is kid friendly with a cute theme and animations. Same Smarty Ears 
data/progress monitoring with the ability to add pictures/avatars for each 
student (tailored goals). This one is neat because you can mark a goal 
mastered when the student masters it!  4 modes  (auditory bombard-
ment, auditory discrimination, practice, and phrase completion).  

Articulation Station by Little Bee Speech. $49.99 (FREE w/
one deck). Full Artic App with many features.  Store and track 
student data, add multiple phonemes to a goal, and 3 modes of 
play (words, sentences, stories) The stories have 2 levels with 
pictures and text. The word level has flashcards and a matching 

game. Very thorough app! Cute design!  A “go-to” app!!! 

Articulation Game board::Common Sounds by Speech with 
Milo: $5.99. A fun new way to practice artic! Included sounds:  /
F/, /V/, /K/, /G/, /S/, /Z/, /CH/, /SH/. Initial, medial, and final 
positions for each sound. Game is played like a traditional game 
board on the iPad! Store and track data on multiple students! 

Articulation Scenes by Smarty Ears! $29.99 This is a new 
favorite!  It comes with 72 scenes for all the phonemes and posi-
tions (including blends!). You can play a “find it” game or “touch 
& say” game! You can read scripts for reading practice or make 
your own stories for spontaneous practice!  MUST HAVE!!!! 

Webber Articulation Castle by Super Duper Publications 
$39.99. This is a great app that contains 8 different games 
(flashcards, matching, and arcade games) to work on phonemes 
in all position of words!  Practice sounds at the word/phrase/
sentence level and have fun! Data tracking! A must have!  

Articulation Games by Virtual Speech Center $34.99.  This app 
takes your traditional flashcard app a step further! Kids get to 
spin, pull a lever, or play a matching game while practicing artic!  
Practice sounds in all positions and levels (word/phrase/
sentence). Recording and data tracking included as well as bonus 
animations! 

Phonology Pairs by LinguiSytems: $24.99 This app develops two ma-
jor skill areas: auditory discrimination and speech sound production.  
Targets six major processes:  initial/final consonant deletion, velar front-
ing, cluster reduction, gliding, and stopping.  Data tracking included! 

R Intensive by Smarty Ears $19.99 This is an app that focuses on 
the /r/ phoneme (pre-vocalic, or, ire, are, ear, er, rl) in 3 formats 
(flashcards, matching, guessing game). Great data tracking. The 
guessing game is amazing!!!! Great for kids with articulation and 
language goals!  

Minimal Pairs  by Learning Fundamentals LLC $9.99.  This app is an 
auditory discrimination activity to help children learn how  word s can 
differ by one sound. This app focuses on initial /final consonant deletion 
and initial /s/ clusters.  Tracks data and you can record responses.  

ICanArticulate  by  Express SLP $39.99  (free version with /k/ sound 
only). This app is  a more simple flashcard app for those of you who may 
not like the more kid friendly apps with games or animations. Easy to use 
and the ability to create instructor profiles.  

Speech Trainer   Spanish Artix 

Vocalic R Shuffle by Linguisystems: $24.99  Flashcard app with over 300 
pictures to target vocalic r types. This one is pricey for me since it’s a flash-
card app, but it’s well made. “Touch It” and  “Say It” activities included.   
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What Does Not Belong, What Goes Together, 

and Receptive Identification combined.  

$1.99each  These apps target problem solving 
skills and general receptive identification skills. 
Easy to use touch response app with great feed-
back. They recently added  data tracking to 
some of their apps! 

Kindergarten.com ABA Apps 

Fun and Functional by Smarty Ears $9.99. This app is designed 
to improve language comprehension and expression in all age 
groups using real-word objects.  You can modify the number of 
stimuli presented and it gives you the session report at the end.  
Receptive task: The student is presented with a number of items 
and has to touch the one described. Expressive task: They are 
shown a picture and have to describe it’s function.  Love this! 

Category Carousel by Pocket SLP $9.99 A fun 
way to increase and enhance a child's vocabulary. 
You can categorize and subcategorize pictures to 
build, store, and retrieve words leading to better 
comprehension and expressive language skills! 
Cute and fun design ! 

Go-Togethers by Smarty Ears $9.99. This app is 
designed to increase expressive/receptive language 
skills by targeting semantic associations.  Develop 
vocabulary, naming, and categorization skills with 
this fun app! Touch and drag all the things that go-
together!   

First Phrases HD by Hamaguchi Apps $9.99 This app 
helps build 2-4 word phrasing in language delayed 
kiddos.  It has animations that go along with the 
phrases (after you present the target phrase the student 
can touch each word to hear it, and then get a chance to 
record themselves imitating the phrase, after they hear 
their voice it animates the phrase!)  Kids really love 
this! 
 
Picture the Sentence HD by Hamaguchi apps $9.99 
This app is great for sentence comprehension. It offers 
three different levels of difficulty so the child can learn 
how to attend to important elements of a sentence and 
“picture it,” attaching meaning to the words and even-
tually forming mental pictures without visual support. 

Language Adventures by Smarty Ears $19.99 

This is a virtual game board that targets synonyms, 
antonyms,  inferencing, categories, and multiple 
meaning words. 3 different game boards (can be 
used elementary-high school). This is a must have! 
Store student data and track progress!   

Language Forest by PocketSLP  $24.99. This is a very com-
prehensive flashcard app that comes with a variety of packs that 
cover many different language topics (WH questions, verbs, 
associations, categories, describing, emotions, functions, guess 
the word,  if...then statements, naming, synonyms, adjectives,  
and more!). Import  your  own images and create personalized 
decks for your students! Great data tracking and report features! 
You can do group therapy with tailored targets for each student.  

Language Empires by Smarty Ears $29.99 This 

app was designed by SLPs for elementary aged stu-
dents who need help in the following areas: answering 
why, which, and how questions, predicting, figurative 
language, inferencing,  vocabulary, and sequencing 
skills. It is set up in an ancient civilization thermo 
where students can visit civilizations to work on skills!  
I like this app because it turns language therapy into a 
fun and engaging activity where students get to explore 
different worlds and collect treasures from each! Indi-
vidual or group sessions and great data tracking and 
reporting!!  

Tell me About it by Different Roads to Learning 
LLC $9.99. This app teaches language through 
receptive features (function, label, category). Earn 
stickers and watch a short animation for rewards! 

First Word International Pro by Hamaguchi 
Apps. $9.99 A great way to work on basic vocabu-
lary skills. It comes in 7 languages! The child is 
bombarded with an object auditorily and visually 
and then they are asked to find it and name it. 
Great resource!  

DESCRIBE IT by Pocket SLP $9.99. This app 
gives students the framework by giving cues in 
seven of the most important parameters for describ-
ing:  taste, touch, function, sight, hearing, smell, 
and category.  It comes with two games to help 

generalize learning: “Pass It” and “Guess It”. Fun 
to use and a great tool to  have!! 

Category Learning Center by Smarty Ears 
$9.99. This is a great app to help visualize cate-
gorizing. 4 modes: Sort it, Where Does it Be-
long,  Category Naming, Category Selection. 
Multiplayer and multi-level game.  

Speak Colors by RHW Technology :Free  (Pro Version for 
$3.99) This app is designed to encourage young children to 
imitate and use two word phrases with color words and 
common objects. Simple and affordable! 

Language Builder by Mobile Education 
Store:$7.99 This app helps elementary aged kids 
improve receptive and expressive language skills 
with a variety stimuli, all real photos of people 
doing different activities. This app has the ability 
to record a student’s responses and data tracking!  

Itsy Bitsy Spider, Old MacDonald, 

BusHD, Fish School by Duck Duck 
Moose: iPad $1.99 iPod $0.99. Great 
apps to get those toddlers giggling and talking!!  

Multiple Meanings Library by Virtual Speech 
Center. $12.99  This app offers 4 different modes to 
learn: Auditory Bombardment, Fill-In, Make Up sen-
tences, and picture identification.  

iSpot Pro for Kids  By Mayuir Sidhpara $1.99 
Cute app to work on language skills by spotting 
differences in scenes. This app uses real life sce-
narios for optimal language learning! Have stu-
dents explain the differences! Fun! 

Draw&Tell by Duck Duck Moose $1.99. A fun, creative 
drawing app that allows you to record a story about your 
drawings! Draw and then talk about it! Perfect for speech! 
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Injini by NCSoft $29.99  This is a great collection of mini games 
designed to help preschoolers reach milestones. Activities included 
are: tracing, letter building, find it, puzzle, balloon color pop, match-
ing, lunch box items, farm game and more!! High quality app that 
centers around functional play items that kids are interested in. A go-
to preschool app with many uses for language therapy! 

Making Sequences by Zorten $4.99. I love this app! 
You get to learn sequences by putting images in the cor-
rect order. The great thing about this app is that you can 
create your own sequences! Great for daily routines!  

 
 
 
Sequencing with Milo by 
Doonan Speech Therapy: 
$2.99 In this app students 
sequence 3 cards and then 
they can watch a short anima-
tion of the story.  

Toca Boca Apps: $1.99 These apps are great for many rea-
sons, you can work on vocabulary, sequencing, colors, problem 
solving, and so much more. This company offers some free 
apps but most are $1.99. Students really love these!   
       Toca Kitchen    Toca Store    Toca Hair Salon 

Five Little Monkeys HD by Loeschware $1.99. This app is fun to 
incorporate for its musical and repetitive language. You can tap objects 
in the background to animate! 

WH Questions by Smarty Ears: $14.99 This app is de-

signed to target WH questions (who what where when why 
how) specifically. Data tracking is great. This is not interactive 
(child does not touch the correct answer), it is more like a flash-

card app. Therapist touches correct or incorrect. Add student 
profiles and track progress! 

These apps are by Super Duper that mirror 
their regular flash cards. They do have some 
data tracking capabilities and have audio at-
tached to cards when touched. A great way 
to carry around Super Duper cards! Wh 
Questions At School/Home addresses (who, 
what, when, where) questions relating to 
school/home activities. $2.99 each.  

What are They Thinking? By Super Duper  
$3.99 is a fun app to encourage language ex-
pansion. Let’s Name Things is a good app to 
work on  naming categories. They have many 
of their decks available in the app store. 

My Play Home by Shimon Young: $2.99 This app is great for 

building vocabulary and for playing house on the iPad. The whole house 
is interactive. This is a must have and you can use it to teach categories, 
functions, family roles, and basic social skills around the home. My stu-
dents really love this one! 

WH Questions Pro by Super Duper $11.99. This  is another 
great app to work  on  discriminating questions. There are 
several activities including the popular decoder!!  You can buy 
each question individually (where, when, why, how, who, 
what) or by the Pro version with all of them!  

Questions2Learn it by Speech Pups LLC $9.99.  This 

app provides real life images and the students are asked a vari-
ety of questions and have to pick the corresponding picture.  
You can modify the questions  (text, image, audio) and create 
your own!  

Question it by  Language LearningApps $24.99    
In this app the child isn’t answering questions but 
dragging images to the correct question form. This 
is great for discrimination!  

Swapsies and AlphaTots by Spinlight Studios. $1.99 Su-
per creative apps! AlphaTots teaches the al-
phabet (letters and sounds) and has a fun task 
for each letter associated with the verb. (Add 

candles to the cake, kick the ball, ect..) Swapsies is de-
signed to teach occupations.  Dress them up and play cute 

Cookie Doodle by Shoe the Goose: $0.99 Love this one for 
following directions! Drag ingredients in the bowl, stir with 
your finger, roll it out, pick a cookie cutter, bake and decorate! 
Super fun! 

Opposite Day by Pocket SLP $7.99 Teach oppo-
sites! The opposites are grouped by nouns, verbs, 
prepositions, and adjectives to further promote 
understanding language concepts!  Another good 
one by Pocket SLP! 

Question Builder by Mobile Education Store  $5.99 This 
was designed to help elementary aged children learn to 
answer abstract questions and create responses based on 
inference.  Supported with great images and audio!  

More Apps to use for Language Development 
House of Learning by Smarty Ears : $7.99 
Fact or Opinion by Super Duper $5.99 
I see Ewe/I Hear Ewe by Clairware:$0.99 
Is that Silly? By Smarty Ears $9.99 

WhoAmI Animals by Technolio Inc:  
$0.99 

Farm Academy by Virtual Speech Cen-
ter: FREE 

WH  Question Island by Virtual Speech Center $9.99. This is a board game app to 
work on WH questions! You can pick expressive or receptive tasks (or both) and 
choose the specific type of question you want to target! Students really love spinning 
the dial and watching what happens on the game board! Data tracking and progress 
reporting included!  

Photo Concepts Apps by Grasshopperapps: $.99 
Receptive Identification of basic concepts: Big/Little  
Tall/Short, Up/Down ect.. They have many apps!!!  

Buddy Bear Apps Autism and PDD app series.  by Linguisystems: These 
apps target many skills including: grammar, associations, questions, catego-
ries, opposites, reasoning/problem solving, and many more! Each app is 
$14.99, a little pricey for the whole collection but they are well made! 

Question Sleuth by Zorten Software $2.99 This is a fun 
game that uses yes/no questions and deductive reasoning 
to figure out where you hide a star. You hide your star 
under a picture and you ask categorical questions to nar-
row down the choices! Super fun! 

Drive and Learn  by Speech Concepts  
FREE! Cute app to learn shapes and colors 
while driving cars!! Great for 2-4 year olds!  

Autism iHelp- WH Questions  by John Talavera FREE (add 
on packs $1.99). Simple Wh question app that has pictures for 
visual cues. I really like that they use real-life pictures. I have 
also used their picture analogy app. Check out all their apps! 

I learn with Poko: Season and Weather  by Tribal Nova: $2.99. Great 
App for Vocabulary and Comprehension.  3 different levels of play.  
I  learn with Poko: The Mighty Jungle by $2.99 Great app for vocabu-
lary and comprehension. 3 different levels of play.  
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iPractice Verbs By Smarty Ears: $10.99  This app is 

great for targeting regular and irregular verb tenses at the 
word, phrase, and sentence level. This is a flashcard app 
and it has both receptive (find the verb named) and expres-
sive tasks (the students are asked to say the verb described 
in the picture).  

Sentence Builder/Rainbow 
Sentences  By Mobile Education 
Store: $5.99-$9.99  These apps are 
designed to help elementary age kids 

build grammatically correct sentences and improve syntax.  There 
are different levels and customizable settings to match your stu-
dents’ needs in each of their apps. They include funny little anima-
tions when the students responds correctly.  Rainbow sentences is 
neat because it color coordinates the words and the students work 
to complete a puzzle throughout the app.  

Mad Libs by Penguin Group USA: Free  and WordVen-
tures  by In A DY Development Free. These apps are  great 
to work on identifying different parts of speech 
(nouns, verbs forms, adjectives, adverbs, exclama-
tions, ect…) It is just like the original books you can 
buy but digital! Email-able stories! 

Preposition Remix By Smarty Ears: $9.99  This is a 

fun way to learn and practice prepositions. This is a touch 
response app that tracks percentage of accuracy. The stu-
dent will hear a prepositional phrase and touch the correct 
picture. You can customize in settings to have written cues 
presented and questions repeated.  

Grammar Jammers By Pearson Edu-

cation INC: Free  Cute App that uses musical 
rhymes to learn basic grammar usage. I like it 
because it has little quizzes that unlock the 
next level. Also available in  Middle School 
Edition. I really like using this as a warm up 
when working on grammar skills.  

Irregular Verbs, by AbiTalk $1.99 This is a fill in the 
blank type of format for irregular and regular verbs. You 
drag the correct verb into the sentence. It is has great visual 
and auditory cues. It keeps track of correct and incorrect 
responses.  AbiTalk has many apps on a variety of concepts! 

Grammar App by Tap to Learn: $0.99 Great way to 
learn and test basic grammar skills. This app goes along 
with Grammar Games which is $1.99 (a more game like 
approach to learn the skills).  

Preposition Pets by Zorten $1.99 Cute matching 
game that targets prepositions. Pick which preposi-
tions you want presented  in each session.  
 
Pluralty by Zorten $1.99 Another matching game 
that targets plurals!  
 
Expedition Plurals by Virtual Speech Center.  
$3.99. Target irregular and regular plurals with this 
space adventure game.  5 Different modes of play to 
learn plurals.  

Zombie Grammar Force by Brian West: $0.99 

This is a great grammar game for parts of speech. You 
have identify nouns, adjectives, interjections, conjunctions, 
verbs,  and adverbs correctly . The students get to fire can-
ons at enemy ships and collect money. Simple data calcula-
tions. This is for older students (middle –high school).  

Speech with Milo: Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs by 
Doonan Speech Therapy Apps $2.99 each. These  apps feature a cute 
mouse that gives them a visual representation of the target word 
(animation). The noun app  uses the camera to place the student’s  lie 
image in the app. My preschool kids loves these apps ! 

Verb News by  Virtual Speech Center. Practice 
Verb tenses while being a news caster! This app 
takes a video of the student practicing verbs (in a 
news reporter format!) One of a kind!!  

Syntax City by Smarty Ears $24.99. This is another 
unique app that  lets children explore different parts of  
“syntax city” to target different skills. This app targets:  
third person singular agreement, was/were, has/have, is/
are, he/she, regular/irregular plurals.  Data tracking and 
multi-player capable!!  

Tense Builder by Mobile Education Store 
$19.99. This is my favorite MES app! This 
app gives a visual representation  through im-
ages and animations of verbs in present, past, 
and future tenses. Different levels for different 
students! Track data and record  the student 
practicing the verb tenses! The animations are 
hilarious!! 
Preposition Builder by Mobile Education 
Store. $7.99  Great way to work on preposi-
tions! Same MES format!  

 
Sentences k-2  by AbiTalk $2.99 This app has you place 
words in the correct order to make sentences. Simple and 
easy to use.  

Sentence Workout by Virtual Speech Center 
$12.99 This app is designed for elementary age 
students to practice sentence construction. There are 
two modes: “Say It” and “Build Your Sentence.” 
Hard work is rewarded with a soccer game! 

 

Birds on a Wire: Adjectives/Verbs/
Nouns by Electrokite $.99  Learn to iden-
tify parts of speech with these cute apps!   

Sentence Maker $.99 by  Grasshopper Apps  and 
Sentence Magic FREE by Preschool Uni-
versity. These are affordable apps that 
help students construct sentences and 

identify words , capital letters, and punctuations.  

Adjective Remix by Smarty Ears $9.99.  Great way to reinforce 
descriptive vocabulary in a receptive identification format! (Child 
hears adjectives and then  they choose the corresponding picture). 
Great data tracking!  

Also check out Super 
Duper Card Decks: Ir-
regular Verbs Fun 
Deck,  Using I and Me 
$3.99each 
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Auditory Workout and Auditory Procesing Studio by Virtual 
Speech Center $19.99/$29.99  Auditory Workout is designed for ages 
4-10 who exhibit auditory processing, expressive language, or recep-
tive language difficulties. This app is research based and focuses on 
improving auditory attention, , memory, and auditory processing 
skills. Cute little rewards (shoot the basketball) throughout. There are 
4 categories: Basic Directions, Quantitative/Spatial, Temporal, and 
Conditional. Store and track multiple users! Auditory Processing 

Studio  is designed for kids 7yrs & up and implements the bottom-top 
approach to treatment of auditory processing disorders and focuses 
on improving auditory processing through auditory discrimination, 
auditory closure, and phonological awareness activities You can 
present the tasks with background noise (such as classroom) in both 
apps.  

Fun with Directions HD by Hamaguchi Apps: $9.99 This 
app is a touch response game that works on listening, follow-
ing directions, colors, spatial concepts, auditory memory, and 
auditory processing. It also has a recorder to use during ex-
pressive tasks. This is cute and simple with data tracking capa-
bilities. Great App! 

Splingo’s Language Universe  by Talking Wizard: 
$2.99. A fun game to learn listening and language skills. 
A concept is presented and the child has to pick the cor-
rect picture. They are rewarded with puzzles and anima-
tions throughout the app! There are setting to adjust the 
level for each client.  

Magical Concepts by Virtual Speech Center: 
$19.99. This app is designed to target the 
following concepts in a fun way: Spatial 
(location), temporal (time), quantity 
(number), quality (description), and social-
emotional (feelings).  The concept is pre-
sented and the student has to select the corre-
sponding picture. Ability to store and track 
multiple uses (tailor the concepts you present 
to each child). Over 60 concepts to choose 
from!    

One Step Two Step by Pocket SLP $4.99 This app is a coloring 
game that has 1-2  step commands (color the tiger’s tail orange 
and a big leaf green). You can track response and monitor pro-
gress. Two levels of play. Kids love this one!!  

Pocket Lexi by Pocket SLP: FREE A language book that con-
centrates on figurative language, word replacements, and reading 
comprehension. Keeps track of responses and has a quiz at the 
end. Other books are available for purchase! Love this! !) I have 
purchased the in-app books purchases ($7.99) worth every 
penny!   

Story Pals by Eric Sailors.  $19.99 This is a story comprehen-
sion app that features narrated stories with quizzes following. 
You can select each student and customize the type of questions 
presented. The illustrations have cute animations to keep the 
student engaged.  

Toontastic by Launchpad Toys FREE. This app 
is designed to master the concept of story arcs 
(introduction, problem, climax, resolution ect..). 
This can help students build their narrative and 
creative writing skills. After they create the car-
toon you can have them write the script or story 
out on paper.  

Surprise Pro by Hamaguchi apps! $9.99 This 
app is an animated story that has no words, you 
become the storyteller! Your students can prac-
tice their narrative skills by making up the words 
and recording their own versions of the story.  

Reading Rehab. Toolbox by Smarty Ears $9.99 Targets 
improving reading skills for adults with reading difficul-
ties.  The Reading Rehabilitation Toolkit integrates six state-
of-the-art reading activities at the word and phrase levels all 
specifically crafted to promote success in reading rehabilita-

Story Builder by Mobile Education 
Store.$7.99 Improve paragraph for-
mation and improve integration of 
ideas. This app walks your students 
through the story building process.  

More Fun with Directions HD by Hamaguchi Apps: $9.99. This app is 
similar to the original Fun with Directions app but has a focus on these 12 
concepts: turn on/turn off; up/down, front/behind, on/under, put in/take 
out, above/below. Another great app by Hamaguchi Apps!  

Reading Comprehension Camp  by Smarty Ears 
$19.99 (intro price). This app contains many stories 
on different levels! Each story has a quiz with custom-
izable questions to work on wh questions, inferencing, 
compare/contrast and many more! (11 question types 
included!) You can even create your own stories!! 
This app is one of a kind !! Add this to your must 
have list!! Compatible with Therapy Report Center (see handy tools page for more info!) 

StoryBuddy by TapFuze $4.99 My Story by HiDef 
Web Solutions $1.99 , StoryPatch by Haywood Soft 
LLC $2.99  and Super Duper Story Maker by Super 
Duper $4.99 More great app to let your students be 
creative and make their own stories. Each has its own 
neat elements! 

Scribble Press by Scribble Press $3.99 This app in 
unique because after you create a story with many 
different tools to write and illustrate you can 
download the book to iBooks and share!  You can 
even order a paper copy of your book! They have pre-
made templates or create your own! 

Maybe Things Aren’t So Normal iBook  by Pocket 
SLP This book is available through Apple’s free app 
iBooks. This is an interactive iBook focusing on  
absurdities while practicing inferences, associations, and  
characteristics. Provides great artic practice throughout 
for s, z, and r sounds too!  This iBook has videos and is 
packed with amazing facts about our world!  Neat! 

Let’s Talk Following Instructions  by Let’s Talk Apps $1.99 
Simple following one step game through receptive identification 
of common objects and their features. Cute design and easy to use 
and set up.  

Let’s Do Basic Concepts by Kids Can Talk LLC: $5.99. Great simple app to 
work on placing objects in, between, near, into, beside, left, right, on/off, 
below/above, on top, ect…in functional scenes (bathroom, living room, ga-
rage, and kitchen).  Great for preschoolers!  
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Conversation Builder $9.99 and Conversa-

tion Builder Teen By Mobile Education Store: 
$29.99 These app s are designed to help students 
learn how to have multi-exchange conversations.  
The teen version deals with more mature topics 
tailored for high school students. They will learn to 
initiate, sustain, and end a conversation appropri-
ately.  

Practicing Pragmatics By Super Duper: $5.99. 
Another card deck made into an app. This deck has 
audio (it will read the prompt out loud) and simple 
data tracking. This is great for elementary students 
and I use it while playing games before each turn.  

Social Skills Sampler HD by Conover Company: Free This app 
has video examples of different social situations , The videos are 
short and simple with older kids in them.  

Tell A Story with Tommy: Community 

Sequences/School Sequences/

Consequences (3 apps) by Lis-
ten.Talk.Draw LLC  $2.99-$6.99   each. 
These apps are cute stories with a sequenc-

ing task at the end.  The sequence set develops vocabulary, grammar, 
story telling, sequencing, and more using real situations therefore stimu-
lating language development for all children.  These are very cute and a 
must have!  

The Social Express $89.99 Animated app that targets 
social skills. Potential benefits include the ability to: Iden-
tify feelings in others, Understand the importance of “eye 
contact” (thinking with your eyes) in order to figure out 
what to say or do in social situations, Read non-verbal 

social cues, Identify appropriate coping strategies, Learn how to start 
conversations, Learn how to be part of a group, Learn about the hidden 
rules in social situations, Sequence situations and infer what will come 
next, and many more. Create user profiles and print certificates!  

iGet it Apps. This developer has many apps to help boost cognitive 
and language skills with the use of real pictures. They have an identifi-
cation series and a sequencing series.  

Creative Genius on the Go by Imagination $0.99 and Spark by 

Spark Your Imagination Ventures $.99 Great tool for groups.  Open 
ended, convo starters! They provide fun prompts to get convos going! 

Proloquo2Go by Assistive ware: 
$189.99 I have used this with several patients for a voice output 
solution. Awesome, High Quality App!  This is a full featured 
AAC solution! High quality design that is comparable to expen-
sive devices.  Many choices for voice output and completely 
customizable. It comes preloaded with core and basic vocabu-

lary boards.  

Custom Boards Premium by 

Smarty Ears: 59.99 An app that allows you 
to make communication boards with over 
11,000 symbols included. Smarty Ears uses 
Smarty Symbols their own unique pictures. 
I like using Boardmaker symbols,  but I do 
use this app often! 

iCommunicate by Grembe Inc: $49.99 This 

app has the ability to make visual schedules, story-
boards, communication boards, routines, flash 
cards, choice boards, and more. It is customizable 
to your needs with voice output and over 10,000 
pics.  

First/Then Visual Schedule by Good 
Karma Apps: $9.99. Great for kids who need posi-
tive behavior supports and/or have communication 
impairments. You can show the child what needs 
to be done before the next activity can begin! Love 

TouchChat by Silver Kite: $149.99 AAC 

app that is fully featured with voice synthe-
sizer. Comparable to expensive devices.  (I do 
not own this but have read a lot about it.) 

 
My Choice Board by Good Karma Apps: $9.99 

Ability to make visual boards for choices. Student 
can touch their choice. Great for non-verbal  or 
kids with limited speech. Love this for therapy 
choices! 

So Much 2 Say by Close to Home Apps $24.99. 
This is great affordable AAC app that is customiza-
ble and simple to use. Add your own images and 

voice output.  Pictello by Assistive ware: $18.99 This app is a 
simple way to make a talking photo album per-
sonalized to you students!  

 

Social Quest  by Smarty Ears $19.99 This 
app incorporates narratives about real-world 
situations in the home, school and commu-
nity along with questions designed to in-
crease positive social communication.  

Language 

Lab: Core 

Words By Pre-
ntke Romich 
Company: 
FREE! Teaches 
core vocabulary 
to AAC or lang. 
delayed kids!  

A Day with WH Words/Emotions and Feelings by Touch 
Autism $2.99. A simple social story that visually reinforces WH 
questions. Cute! They have many social story apps.  

TalkBoard by Mashley Apps: $16.99. TalkBoard turns your 
iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch into a communication aid and 
visual prompt board. Simple to add pictures and audio. Store 
and create multiple boards for multiple users. Also see 
PicBoard by Mashley Apps.  

Talk Tablet Neo by Gus Communications $79.99. 
Another great fully functional voice output AAC 
option! I don’t personally have this one but have 
heard it is comparable to Proloquo2go and is more 
affordable. Check out their features on their website!  

Expressive by Smarty Ears $25.99. This is an affordable AAC voice output 
option.  It comes with pre-loaded Smarty Symbols, and you can add your own 
audio and images. I use this occasionally as a trial AAC app.  The voice is not 
synthesized if you add your own images the audio will be different.  

Between the Lines by Hamaguchi Apps $15.99 There are different 
levels of this app available for different age groups. Learn with real 
videos how to read body language/facial expressions and understand 
figurative language. Great for pragmatic language! I recommend get-
ting all of them! 

Lamp by  Prentke Romich $299.99 A PRC 
Unity® language system with Language Acquisi-
tion through Motor Planning (LAMP™) princi-
ples and strategies. I don’t own this one yet! 

More AAC Apps:   
iRewards by Grembe Apps 
Grace App by Steven 
Troughton-Smith: $24.99 
TaptoTalk by Assistyx 
LLC: FREE Sample 
My Pictures Talk by 
Grembe Inc: $4.99 
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Air Hockey by Acceleroto: $0.99 
This app turns your iPad into an , air hockey table! Super fun and a 
good reward for working hard in therapy!  
My Underwear by Thumb Arcade: $0.99 Super silly game with 4 
game modes: Create your own underwear, memory matching, under-
wear match and feed the monsters underwear! Kids think this is hilari-
ous!  

More Fun Apps:  BopIt by EA $0.99, Crazy Copy by Brain Counts: FREE, Skee-Ball by Freeverse: FREE Word to Word FREE with add on packs 
for sale. Great for Word Associations (higher level vocabulary). Apples and Pears by Boluga FREE. Great matching games for working on Synonyms 
and Antonyms.  iTooch Language Arts Apps $4.99 Great language arts content by grade level.   

 

Some of these apps have educational value 

and some are just for fun. You can use as 

motivators or therapy prizes.. Be creative and have 

fun with them!  

Teach Me Apps by 22X7 Digital (Toddler-3rd Grade). $0.99 Great 
app for teaching grade level skills. The students are rewarded with 
stickers (they have to earn coins and buy them!). Great visuals for 
learning! 

Swapsies and AlphaTots by Spinlight Studios. $1.99 Super 
creative apps! AlphaTots teaches the alphabet (letters and 
sounds) and has a fun task for each letter associated with the 
verb. (Add candles to the cake, kick the ball, ect..) Swapsies 
is designed to teach occupations.  Dress them up and play 

Toddler Activity Farm and Bumble’s Jumble by EduGame 
$0.99-$1.99. Explore the farm and learn animals by touching.  
Put together simple puzzles with Bumble’s Jumble!  

Pirate ScribbleBeard by Kidoodle Apps $2.99. The 
kids get to draw and see their pirate artwork come to 
life! Great app and can be used for listening skills or a 
reward! 

I work in nursing homes and rehab facilities from time to time PRN to keep up my 

medical skills. These are a few apps I have found useful. Tactus Therapy has a 

great adult app list! Find it here: http://tactustherapy.com/resources/  

Language Therapy  by Tactus Therapy Solutions . $59.99 4 
Apps in One! This app is combo of Comprehension Therapy, 
Naming Therapy, Reading Therapy, and Writing Therapy.  
These are excellent to use with adults and kids. The same core 
functional vocabulary organized by category runs across these 2 
receptive and 2 expressive apps. Built-in cues, hierarchies, lan-
guages, and customization options . A definite must have for 
every SLP regardless of setting!  

Category Therapy by Tactus Therapy Solutions $14.99 A comprehen-
sive app to target this language therapy for adults and children. Three 
levels: Concrete Categories, Subcategories, & Abstract Categories in 
four activities (find, classify, add one, exclude). Can’t go wrong with 
Tactus Apps! 
 

Spaced Retrieval Therapy by Tactus Therapy Solutions. $3.99. This 
app is designed to improve memory and recall skills. You choose the 
stimuli you want recalled and place it on a timer for you to ask again (2, 
4, 8, min). This app will help you keep track of 3 memory tasks at once 
and remind you when to ask again. Great App! 
 

Dysphagia2Go by Smarty Ears $59.99 This is a full assessment app to 
evaluate swallowing. It makes the process simple with almost every part 
of an assessment covered. Also goes into recommendations (diets, 
strategies, ect..).  You can make notes throughout and email reports.  
 

iName it by Smarty Ears. $14.99 This app targets naming skills of items 
found in the home, it contextualizes the item within the room (the item 
is highlighted in the picture of the room it is found it. Gives a cueing 
hierarchy. Easy to use and it includes data tracking.  

Pictureka by Electronic Arts $4.99 This is a great thinking 
game and a good way to give the brain some exercise. You 
have to think quick and find objects from different catego-
ries in a scene before the time runs out!  

The Game of Life by Electronic Arts: $6.99. Just like the 
board game but portable! I like this game for older students to 
work on social skills, life skills, problem solving, turn taking, 
and more. Cute animations and graphics! 

 
Scrabble by Electronic Arts: $9.99. The original game on the 
iPad! I play this with older students,  they have to make a sen-
tence with each word they make and combine them into a story! 
Fun app! 

SpongeBob Marbles and Sliders by Nickelodeon: $2.99  
Another fun problem solving game that you can have stu-
dents work together to solve. Very well made with great 
graphics and many different levels.  

 
iSinkU by Artificial Life Inc: $0.99 iPad version of 
battle ship! Great for turn taking! Played just like the 
original battle ship game! Great graphics and sound 
effects! Boys love this game! 
 
iFishPond by John Moffett: $0.99 This is a fun sooth-
ing app (soft sounds of water trickling) with fun little 
features like feeding the coy fish (and catching them) 
adding frogs that jump on lily pads, ect.. 
 
Create-A-Car by ABCya: $0.99. Great App! Build a 
car (many templates to start with) add engines, tires, 
accessories, and other fun and wacky things! After you 
finish you get to save them to a garage and turn the key 
to watch them go! Good for vocabulary! 
 
Art of Glow By Natenai Ariyatrakool: FREE Fun 
soothing app, glow draw with your fingertips! 

Word Retrieval  by Virtual Speech Center $9.99  This app uses 
confrontational naming, associations, and divergent/ convergent 
naming to improve their abilities to access already known words 
and increase their retrieval of words. Game play is set up to look 
like jeopardy game. Great for adults or older children.  

Cut the Rope by Chillingo $.99,  Where’s the Water by Disney 
$.99  Saving Seeds by Color Moon: $0.99  iDork by The Game 
Creators $.99 Geared by Brian Mitchell $0.99. These are all great 
problem solving games that you can use in groups or with individual 
and have them brainstorm and plan their solutions.   

Reading Rehab. Toolbox by Smarty Ears t$9.99 Targets improving 
reading skills for adults with reading difficulties.  The Reading Reha-
bilitation Toolkit integrates six state-of-the-art reading activities at 
the word and phrase levels all specifically crafted to promote success 
in reading rehabilitation:  

Functional Conversations  by Linguisystems $24.99  This app ad-
dresses the improvement of conversation skills for older students and 
adults who have a variety of disorders including autism, aphasia, 
social language, auditory processing, and expressive language.  TalkPath Listening by Lingraphica Free Trials $27.99 for complete 

app. This app is great! It covers object ID, opposites, common pairs, 
yes/no questions, wh questions, and following directions.  
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These apps are great interactive books that my students love!  

Monster at the End of this Book (1&2) by 

Sesame Street: $2.99 each. These are great interac-
tive stories that highlight the text as it reads. There 
are many simple challenges throughout (undoing 
knots, knocking down walls, cleaning off glue 
ect…). The kids really get into these books!  Good 
for language expansion, following directions, and 
listening skills! I love these books!  

Dr. Suess Books by Ocean House Media: $1.99-3.99 

Dr. Suess ABCs, Hop on Pop, Cat in the Hat, 1 Fish 2 Fish   
We all know how wonderful Dr. Suess books are for their repetitive, 
rhyming, alliterative and entertaining value! Its great to have these 
books on my iPad in an interactive format. There are 3 different set-
tings: read to me, read, and auto play. I use these in therapy for phono-
logical processing, articulation reinforcement, language development/
expansion, ect.. They have many more titles and I own many of them! 

Sandra Boynton Books: Blue Hat Green Hat, 
Moo Baa, La La La by Loud Crow Interactive Inc: 
$3.99 each. I love the originals and this app has a 
board book feel to them (the pages turn to look like 
thick boards). They are very interactive with hidden 
surprises to touch and discover on each page. You can 
read it yourself or have it read aloud by a great narra-
tor! Packed full of funny sounds that kids love! This 
app is great for language delayed children. She also 
has The Going to Bed Book available.  

Zanny Born to Run  and Little Lilly’s 
Touch Book by Extra Special Kids, LLC: 
$2.99each  Zanny: Great little interactive book 

about a boy who can’t stop! Bonus game at the 
end where you match faces to emotions (drag the 
correct face onto the head after an emotion is 
named). Kids really like this one! Lilly; This book 
is about a girl with sensory issues and how she 
deals with them. 

Chuck and Friends: Friends for the Long Haul by 
Ruckus Media Group: $3.99 This is a great book with 
a variety of touch activities and videos throughout! 
What I really like about this app from a therapist’s 
perspective is that it has comprehension questions 
throughout the story. The questions are featured in mini
-games requiring the kids to uncover hidden letters and 
spell out the answer! Little boys really love this app!  

Starring You StoryBots by JibJab Media Inc. FREE. This book app comes 

with one free book and then you have the option of buying books individually for 
$7.99 or subscribe to a monthly book for $3.99/month. These books are AMAZ-
ING! You get to put the kids’ face into the book and while you are reading it, 
their head is animated doing silly things on each page! The kids really love see-
ing their face on a scuba diver, cowboy, truck driver, mad scientist, and many 
more! I look forward to getting my new book every month and so do my stu-
dents!  (see the example on the right of my son as the Alphabet Wrangler! —>) 

Miss Spider books by 
Callaway Digital: 
$3.99 Super cute sto-
ries with puzzles, col-
oring pages, and vid-
eos included! Great 
quality and price! 

The Grouchies by The 
American Psychological 
Association: FREE Simple 
book (no narration or interac-
tion) that  helps kids get over 
being grouchy with a silly 
story with a lot of rhyming 
and repetition! 

More Great Story books:  Check out Disney Publishing Worldwide Applications for titles with kids’ 
favorite characters: Toy Story (1, 2, 3) My Little Pony, Cars, Don’t Let the Pigeon Books, and many 
more! ($1.99-4.99) Also check out Zuuka Incorporated : How to Train Your Dragon, Kung Fu 
Panda, The Smurfs, and many more. ($2.99)  Most of the paid books come with interactive features 
and games. The Great Noodle by Grids Interactive is a funny story! ($3.99) Ocean House Media has 
Mercer Mayer and Berenstain Bears books that are fun and interactive ($0.99-$1.99). A Very Busy 
Week by 123 Number Fun $1.99 is really neat with a lot of interaction and hidden surprises! 

Animalia by AppBooks: $2.99 Great allit-
erative story with amazing illustrations. It 
includes three different games: Explore 

Animalia-a seek and find game, Go Get 

Graeme-a hide and seek game, and What in 

the World? -a mystery shape game! Zoom-
able pages! 

Ruckus Readers by Ruckus Media Group: This 
company had developed iReaders (each comes with 
a free book and then you can subscribe to get all in 
the series). Target:  Book Concepts, Alphabetic 
Knowledge, Phonological Awareness, Phonics, and 
Word Recognition. Great new product! You can 
track reading progress with this system! Check it 
out ruckusreader.com. 

A Day with A Difference by Unit 11 
$1.99. Cute story that teaches basic 
concepts throughout with little chal-
lenges for the children to complete. 
(Concepts: Big/little, short/long, more/
less ect..). It includes sorting and 

matching tasks. Bonus games at the end.  Very well 
thought out app! (Currently has British accent).  

Guess Who by NCSoft $2.99. Very cute book 

geared at little ones! The language is targeted at 
early talkers! Cute little things for the kids to tap 

and explore! Includes videos and games at the end. 

Speech with Milo Interactive Story-

book by Doonan Speech Therapy $1.99. 
A great simple story developed by a SLP 
to target early language and literacy 
skills. Great touch interaction to keep 
your child interested! Same great charac-
ters from other Milo apps!!  
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SLP Goal Bank By Smarty Ears: $14.99 This 
has a bank of speech therapy goals for children 
and adults. It has the capabilities to store clients 
and attach goals to them. I use it just as a refer-
ence 

Age Calculator By SuperDuper: FREE  and 
Chronological Age by Smarty Ears FREE. These 
apps are  handy when doing evaluations to calculate 
the age of the child in years and months quick!  

Caseload Tracker By Smarty Ears: $14.99.  This 
app allows you to enter your whole caseload and 
track their IEPs, ARDs, Evaluation Dates, ect…
This can be handy because it has color coded 
alerts to remind you when meetings or reports are 
due. It has built in security to protect confidential 
data.  

Data Tracker by SuperDuper: $5.99  This is a handy data track-
ing tool that is like digital tally marking. You can use this with 
individuals and groups.  

Geek SLP by Smarty Ears: FREE This app is a blog by Barbara Fer-
nandez with Smarty Ears. (App allows you to view posts from the 
website GeekSLP.com right on your iPad).  

Disfluency Index Counter by Smarty Ears: $8.99 This app 

is a quick way to calculate Percentage of Syllables Stuttered or Percent-
age of Words Stuttered. It has two large buttons on the screen (F-Fluent 
and D-Disfluent). It calculates the percentage for you!  

3D Brain by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory: 
FREE This app is really neat!  It takes you on a 
3D tour of the brain if you need a refresher on 
structures and functions.  

ASL 

Dictionary by AppSavers: $2.99 This ASL dictionary gives 
you video examples of signs with more than 4000 signs avail-

Coin Flip Free by iHandySoft Inc: FREE 
This is a fun simple app to do digital coin tosses!  
 

Quick Ref! IPA by Ronal Bell: FREE This app is a reference for IPA 
(international phonetic alphabet) symbols.  

Make Dice by hnm: $0.99  This app is very sim-
ple but cool! It allows you to create a custom-
ized 6 sided dice. I 

Dictionary.com by Dictionary.com LLC: FREE A 
great online dictionary (requires internet connection) and 

thesaurus!   

*Email me at pandaspeech@gmail.com if you have any questions about the apps 
I listed or would like more information of how I use them in therapy. Always look up apps n 

iTunes and read reviews before you purchase them! (and then review them yourself!) Please 
remember if you store student data you MUST put a password lock on your device to protect 
confidential information! (App prices are subject to change per developer!) 

Vocabulary Tracker Pro by Generate Learning $6.99. This could be 
useful during language samples. You type in the student utterances and 
it calculates the number of words used, (unintelligible/intelligible) their 
phrase/sentence length (only words( You can transcribe mis-articulated 
words (not in IPA) and keep track of the child’s lexicon! Neat! 

Take Turns by Kringlebach IT. $0.99 Simple app to use for Turn 
taking with up to four students. Each students gets their own color.  

Quick Office Pro HD by Quickoffice $19.99. Microsoft 
office on your iPad. Make Word/Excel/PowerPoint documents. 
Create PDFs and email them! Connect with Google Docs, Drop-
box, and more! Super App. Also check out DocScanHDPro 
(scan docs with your iPad camera) and iFax it! GoodReader is 

also handy to write on PDFs! My iPad is a portable office :)  

Stop-Go by Generate Learning. FREE A simple 
timer that uses a traffic light as a cue. This app 
can be great for group games and turn taking.  

Profile of Phonological Awareness by Smarty Ears $49.99. A 
assessment/screening tool to quickly evaluate phonological proc-
essing skills. Automatic analyses of the following skill areas: 1. 
Rhyming - Identification and production 2. Blending - Syllables and 
sounds in words 3. Isolating - First, last, and middle sounds  4. Seg-
menting - Words, syllables, and sounds 5. Deleting - Syllables and the 
first sound in words 6. Substituting - First and last sound in words  

Sunny Articulation Test by Smarty Ears: $59.99  This is a great 
tool to use for articulation screening or to show progress. It has 2 
modes (test/screen) and it generates a great report. They also make a 
bilingual app BAPA (Bilingual Articulation Phonology Assess-

ment) $49.99. This is great because you can test English or Spanish 
and choose dialects. They are currently standardizing BAPA also! 

AT2GO by Smarty Ears  $39.99 
this app is designed to help you 
document all observations and 
considerations essential to an assis-
tive technology evaluation.  

Receptive Language Assessment by The Speech and Language 
Store $24.99. This tests  comprehension of a variety of word 
types, at four different levels of complexity.  

Common Core Early Language Screener by Smarty Ears $24.99 
This app was designed to identify weaknesses in early language 
skills. it was based on the common core expectations for kindergart-
ners; however, the screener can be used for other groups if needed.  

Articulation Screener by Pocket SLP. There is a full and basic screen 
included.  This is a quick way to assess articulation and track phono-
logical processes. It generates  a report that compares the phonemes to 
normal acquisition age.  

Therapy Report Center by Smarty Ears. $1.99 This is 
the newest innovation that gathers all the data from other 
compatible Smarty Ears app into one easy to use program 
Import all of your students and their progress data into 
this app for easy monitoring and reporting! This is a per-
fect tool to compliment you SE apps! 

AAC Genie by Hump Software $9.99 An informal diagnostic tool that is 
intended to assist SLPs  and others with identifying skill areas that relate 
specifically to the language representation methods commonly found on 
AAC systems.  The purpose this app is not to identify a particular speech 
generating device, but rather build a framework for selecting an appropriate 
augmentative communication device for ongoing evaluation and / or device 

LAT Articulation Test  by Linguisystems $99.99  The only stan-
dardized iPad articulation test. Comparable to the Goldman-
Fristoe but cheaper! They have a paper copy available too.  


